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A year in review

Our impact in 2021/22
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This is the year we changed
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We’re here to create positive 
commercial, social and 

environmental impact, by earning 
fans for our clients, and through 

the actions we take as a company.

Fanclub’s new mission statement
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Helping our clients create social and environmental impact

Increased national 
awareness of e-waste from 

21% to 28% with 
musicMagpie

Helped consumers save 147 
tonnes of plastic packaging 

by switching to smol

Reduced the environmental 
impact of kid’s fashion with 

dotte
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Helping our clients make an social and environmental impact

Launched Lucy & Yak’s 
recirculation partnership 

with Beyond Retro

Gave straight-talking 
sustainability advice to 
SMEs with Oury Clark’s 

Business without Bulls**t 
podcast

Launched a ground- 
breaking innovation with 

Mayht, to reduce materials 
and energy used by 

speakers
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Helped improve the 
public’s wellbeing through 

better sleep with advice 
from Emma

Accelerated the 
conversation around the 

adoption of electric 
vehicles at COP26 with 

Formula E

Helped UK companies 
understand gender bias 
with the ‘Newton Talks’ 

podcast

Helping our clients make an social and environmental impact



In the last year, we decided to overhaul what Fanclub does as an 
agency. This started with changing our mission statement and 
committed to ensuring that every things we do contributes towards 
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

To hold us to account to this, we made a public statement about our 
commitment by adopting these objectives into our Articles of 
Association, held at Companies House. This forms a legal basis of 
accountability for all of our actions.

Furthermore, we worked with an independent consultant to 
measure the impact our actions against the B Corp Impact 
Assessment. This formed the basis of our application for B Corp 
Certification, something Fanclub secured in March 2022 with a 
score of 96.9.

Finally, we started working on our inaugural group impact report.

We’re on a mission
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Governance



Within our team, we conducted our first diversity and inclusion 
audit, to set a benchmark for our team. The results showed us that 
we over-index for all underrepresented groups in the PR industry.

We also worked with BME PR Pros to create an accelerator 
programme for ethinic minorities working in PR, with the aim of 
creating greater ethinic diversity in senior roles. We also mentored 
members from this network to support their career growth.

Within our own team, we introduced private healthcare to support 
the team’s health and wellbeing. We also introduced a 
compassionate leave policy and committed to being a London Living 
Wage employer.

As we embraced hybrid working, we introduced sustainable working 
practices in the office and at home. In the office, we extended our 
recycling to include batteries, and introduced a policy to ensure that 
office supplies - everything from loo roll to stationary - is sourced 
sustainability.

For home working, we used Giki Zero to measure our carbon 
footprint at home and drafted advice on how to reduce this.

Team transformation
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People

The Xec class of ‘21, a programme we helped create to increase diversity in PR



This Christmas, we helped victims of domestic abuse by supporting 
the charity Women’s Aid. We worked with stylist Grace Woodward, 
to promote a T-shirt which she had designed to be sold to raise 
money for the charity.

As the war in Ukraine started, we organised a #CookForUkraine 
event at our office to raise money for Unicef UK. We also donated 
pro-bono time to campaign for UK universities to waive fees for 
Ukrainian students coming to the UK to study.

Supporting those 
affected by conflict
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Supporting charities



Improving how we benefit people & the planet
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Goals for 2022/23

Creating a more 
inclusive workplace

DEI

● Introduce a new 
DEI policy

● DEI training

Working for all 
stakeholders

Staff

● Introduce a bonus 
policy for all staff 

Improving 
accountability across 
the group

Governance

● Group B Corp 
certification

● Audit of top 10 
suppliers

Reducing our carbon 
emissions

CO2

● Switching to 
renewable energy

● Introducing carbon 
offsetting
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Bring on 2022/23


